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Changes on the Horizon for the Clean 
Water Act Definition of "Waters of the US"
Recent developments in Washington have resulted in uncertainty 
and confusion with respect to how some environmental regulations 
are interpreted, and the Clean Water Act is one such example. 
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On February 28, 2017, the White House issued an 
Executive Order entitled “Restoring the Rule of 

Law, Federalism, and Economic Growth by Reviewing 
the ‘Waters of the United States’ Rule.” This Executive 
Order stated that it is in the national interest to ensure 
that the Nation's navigable waters are kept free from 
pollution, while at the same time promoting economic 
growth, minimizing regulatory uncertainty, and showing 
due regard for the roles of Congress and the States 
under the Constitution. It directed the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of 
the Army to review the 2015 Clean Water Rule for 
consistency with these priorities, and to publish for 
notice and comment a proposed rule rescinding or 
revising the rule. The Executive Order also directed the 
agencies to consider interpreting the term "navigable 
waters" in a manner consistent with the opinion of 
Justice Antonin Scalia in the 2006 US Supreme Court 
decision, Rapanos v. United States. 

To comply with the direction in the Executive 
Order, the agencies have embarked upon a two-step 
rulemaking process to provide nationwide certainty 
in the interpretation of the Clean Water Act. Step 1 
was initiated on July 27, 2017, with the publication of 
a proposed rule in the Federal Register that would 
rescind the 2015 Clean Water Rule.  As the 2015 
Clean Water Rule never went into effect due to a US 
Appeals Court stay in October 2015, this proposed 
rule would maintain the status quo in terms of how 
the US Army Corps of Engineers defines Waters of 
the US. The comment period for the Step 1 proposed 
rule ended on September 27, 2017. Step 2 will involve 
reevaluation and revision of the definition of Waters 
of the US. It will consider defining the term to include 
relatively permanent waters and wetlands with a 
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continuous surface connection to relatively permanent 
waters. Depending on how “relatively permanent” is 
interpreted, this could exclude some intermittent and 
ephemeral waters and wetlands that are considered 
jurisdictional Waters of the US under current practice. 
The Step 2 rulemaking process is currently in the 
initial stages, with outreach underway to gather 
recommendations from various stakeholders. The 
EPA and Department of the Army solicited written 
recommendations until November 28, 2017.

Pinyon will continue to follow the latest developments 
in Clean Water Act rulemaking as they continue to 
unfold over the next several months. We are actively 
engaged with the “boots on the ground” staff at the 
US Army Corps of Engineers on a regular basis, and 
can help you with any questions you have regarding 
interpretation of the Clean Water Act and how it 
relates to your projects. 
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News and Announcements

Pinyon Principal Staff Acquire 
Ownership Stake in the Company

On October 7th of this year, Pinyon principals Scott Epstein, ENV SP, Denise 
Krejci, Shannon Lucio, Jeremy Musson, Brian Partington, and Karlene Thomas, 

PE joined President and CEO, Lauren Evans, PE ENV SP as shareholders in the 
company.  These six individuals have been instrumental in the success and growth 
of Pinyon and have demonstrated the leadership and strategic planning skills 
required to take the company to the next level.  When discussing this transition 
Lauren said, “It has been one of the greater pleasures of my professional career to 
work beside these individuals for at least the past 10 years and, in some cases, for 
over 20.  They have earned this opportunity, and I look forward to working with 
them in the years to come.”  After experiencing three corporate buyouts prior 
to starting Pinyon, Lauren decided that the transition plan for her company would 
involve selling to internal employees. In 2015, the Firm took the first step towards 
that goal with the formation of the Employee Stock Ownership Program (ESOP). 
This sale to the six principals represents the second step in that process. The day-
to-day operations of Pinyon will remain the same. Lauren and the principals will 
retain their current titles and responsibilities. Pinyon remains a woman-owned and 
disadvantaged business enterprise (WBE/DBE) and Pinyon’s leadership is actively 
working on a strategic plan to position the company for continued growth.   
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Lauren Evans, PE ENV SP, Scott 
Epstein, ENV SP, Karlene Thomas, PE 
and Brian Partington presented at 
the 4th Annual APWA Colorado 

Chapter 
Conference 
on October 
24th. They led a 
panel to discuss 
how increased 
environmental 
regulations can 

significantly impact construction 
projects and offered suggestions on 
minimizing those impacts. 

Proposal 
Coordinator, Karyn 
Miles won top 
honors for overall 
best chili in Pinyon's 
first Annual Chili 

looking to enhance their leadership 
skills and help grow their careers in 
the transportation industry.

January 1st-February 3rd,  2018: 
Pinyon's Cultural Resources team will 
be sponsoring and attending Colorado 
Preservation Inc.'s, Saving Places 
Conference.

March 28th-March 30th, 2018: 
Lauren Evans and Scott Epstein will  
be attending the ACEC Arizona  
Conference on Roads and Streets

April 15th - April 18th, 2018: 
Lauren Evans and Karlene Thomas 
will be attending the ACEC Annual 
Convention in Washington D.C.

Upcoming Events:

Cook Off. The competition was fierce 
with a total of eleven entries. Her win 
also garnered a $100 donation for 
the charity of her choice, St. Jude 
Children's Research Hospital. 

Pinyon's 
Charley 
Adams is 
one of nine 
gubernatorial-
appointed 
Commissioners 
on the 
Colorado Solid 

and Hazardous Waste Commission.  
The Commission meets quarterly 
and is charged with promulgating and 
adopting rules pertaining to solid 
and hazardous waste; establishing 
fees, issuing interpretive rules 
and appeals of administrative law 
judge determinations regarding 
administrative penalties for hazardous 
waste violations.

Pinyon's newly appointed NEPA and 
Planning Technical Group Manager, 
Robyn Kullas, completed the WTS 
International Mid-Level Leadership 
program. This program provides 
guidance to WTS members who are 
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Ms. Anderson is a 
botanist with five seasons 

of professional experience in 
conservation and land management 
primarily working for the Bureau 
of Land Management in western 
Colorado. She has broad experience 
at conducting vegetation and 
habitat inventories, assessments, and 
monitoring, as well as specialized 
experience conducting clearance 
and inventory surveys to facilitate 
National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) analysis for Endangered 
Species Act (ESA) protected plants 
and wildlife in Colorado.

Brandee Anderson 
Biologist

Mr. Hill has ten years 
of project management 

experience handling complex 
construction projects across 
preconstruction/feasibility, 
implementation, and post-
construction performance evaluation 
phases. In this capacity, he has 
extensive experience in regulation 
and code compliance, schedule 
and budget maintenance, conflict 
resolution, risk management, and 
quality control. He also has great 
familiarity with the implementation 
and monitoring of internal education 
and safety protocols as well as 
general OSHA compliance.

Inge Hill 
Environmental Engineer

Pam Roszell 
Environmental Scientist
Ms. Roszell is an 
Environmental 

Scientist with over 14 years of 
experience in environmental 
planning and compliance. Her 
multidisciplinary expertise includes 
NEPA documentation, public 
involvement, agency coordination 
and consultation, and regulatory 
compliance work. She has conducted 
legally defensible environmental 
reviews for projects such as 
disaster recovery, management 
plans, recreation, transportation, 
infrastructure, wildlife conservation, 
and land development for various 
federal, state, and local governments, 
along with private industry. 

Mr. Last is a Civil and Environmental 
Engineer with over 20 years of 
experience as a leader and business 
professional. Having extensive 
experience in the construction, 
manufacturing, oil and gas, project 
management, and finance industries, 
he excels in alignment and bridging 
of communication gaps within multi-
disciplinary teams. In addition to multi-
million dollar building construction 
and oil and gas development projects, 
Mr. Last has managed the engineering, 
design, and the manufacture of 
an extensive portfolio of custom 
industrial equipment. 

Robert Last 
Local & State Government 
and Commercial/Industrial 
Market Manager

Ms. Gullett is an 
architectural historian 

with four years of experience 
in determining the eligibility and 
integrity of historic structures. She 
has experience working with local 
communities and stakeholders to 
navigate the Section 106 process, and 
has worked with a variety of clients, 
including the National Park Service, 
the City of Fort Collins, and Colorado 
State University. Her expertise is in 
twentieth-century historic structures 
as well as cultural landscapes.

Poppie Gullet 
Architectural Historian

Ms. Weiss is an 
environmental engineer 

with experience in laboratory 
testing, sample acquisition and 
analysis, site characterization, and 
technical research. While a student 
at the School of Mines, Mary 
performed water, sediment, and air 
quality analysis, served as the lead 
environmental technician for her 
Capstone project regarding the 
remediation of Lower North Empire 
Creek, and aided in the research and 
experimentation phases of a graduate 
thesis project concerning internal 
erosion in earthen dams and levees.

Mary Weiss 
Environmental Engineer

Ms. Wegener has 
over three years of 

professional experience in surface 
and groundwater monitoring, 
geomorphic surveys, GIS, laboratory 
analyses, and database management. 
Pam recently received a Watershed 

Pam Wegener 
Biologist

Mr. Fletcher is a biologist 
with a background in 

environmental science. He is a skilled 
field technician with over five years’ 
experience in wildlife management, 
including population monitoring 
and assessment as well as habitat 
conservation and restoration. As 
the land manager on a conservation 
easement, Mark worked closely with 
agencies such as Trout Unlimited and 
the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation. 

Mark Fletcher 
Biologist

Science graduate degree at Colorado 
State University, where she led a 
research project and published papers 
on nutrient loading in streams and 
wetlands. In addition to watershed 
science, Pam has a background in 
geology and has experience with 
geologic mapping and organic 
geochemistry laboratory work. 


